The packing measure as defined by S. J. Taylor for continuous, monotone functions h and the measure generated by the symmetric derivation basis measure using h are shown here to be the same for subsets of the real line.
Abstract.
The packing measure as defined by S. J. Taylor for continuous, monotone functions h and the measure generated by the symmetric derivation basis measure using h are shown here to be the same for subsets of the real line.
Brian S. Thomson suggested comparing the measure generated by the symmetric derivation basis in [1] with the packing measure defined by S. James Taylor. It is shown in this paper that on the line they are identical.
The measure generated by the symmetric derivation basis is defined as follows: The following observation is almost obvious. 
OBSERVATION, (ft o m)s(£) < (ft -p)(E). PROOF. It suffices to show that (ft o m)s(7S) < (ft -P)iE

